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The Markets are
run by Machines, Computers,
Algorithms and
Bots

O

nce upon a time many many
years ago, the markets were
traded on the phone and a
human had to speak to another
human in order to trade.
You read the paper on the way
to work, the TV was always on,
you relied on a trusted network of
humans in different parts of the
world. That time feels as long ago as
a fairy tale.
I recall in the 1990s when the
internet arrived on the trading

floor. Today, as The Economist
headlined October 5, ‘’March of the
machines’, the stock market is now
run by computers, algorithms and
passive managers’’.
Morningstar, a research firm,
reported that for the first time, the
pot of passive equity assets it measures, at $4.3 trillion, exceeded that
run by humans. Financial markets
are a ‘’Bot’’ World with Bots trading
with each other.
There is clearly a convergence
with computational propaganda.
The University of Oxford’s Computational Propaganda Research
project produced a piece that spoke
of ‘’the use of algorithms, automation, and big data to shape public
life – is becoming a pervasive and
ubiquitous part of everyday life.
Cambridge Analytica’s now-infamous Andrew Nix said “We just put
information into the bloodstream
to the internet and then watch it
grow, give it a little push every now
and again over time to watch it take
shape.
And so this stuff infiltrates the
online community and expands but
with no branding – so it’s unattributable, untraceable.”So the candidate
is the puppet?” the undercover reporter asked. “Always,” replied Nix.

Practically every trading day
now and for over a year, President
Trump recycles the same headline.
The latest iteration ‘’Donald Trump
says China trade talks moving ‘very
nicely’, claiming Beijing wants to
deal more than the US’’ [SCMP].
Recycle the same headline over
and over and over again. And each
time markets jump. And each time
it means nothing tweeted @NorthmanTraderYou know why algos
buy unsubstantiated headlines?
Because they’re stupid. @NorthmanTrader:
This Feedback Loop has lifted
stock markets particularly in the
United States to all-time highs and
there have been spillover into other
developed markets. The human institutional memory has been eroded
and if you traded on the basis of
fundamentals, You would have been
stopped out a decade ago.
This is a House of Cards of simply
monstrous proportions and has
been bulked up with the steroids
of Free money, negative interest
rates and QE. Here we go round the
prickly pear.
Here we go round the prickly pear
at five o’clock in the morning. This is
the way the world ends.
This is the way the world ends.

This is the way the world ends Not
with a bang but a whimper.
The Hollow Men T.S. ELIOT
Interestingly, last week, we saw a
reversal of the overwhelming Safe
Haven Demand we had witnessed
all year. Gold had its worse week
in 2 years. G7 government bonds
sold off. The US 10 year printed its
highest yield since mid-Sep, trading
above 1.90%.
The German 10-year yield was
at its highest since mid-July, last
at -0.274%. French 10-year yields
crossed into positive territory.
The global markets pirouette
on the outcome of the trade war.
SCMP news carried an article trade
negotiator who got China into WTO
is rooting for Trump’s re-election
because ‘Twitterer in Chief’ is easy
to read.
Donald Trump, whose trade war
with China has upended global
supply chains and imperiled the
world’s economic growth, would be
most welcomed with another four
years in the White House because he is easier to read than other
American politicians, said the negotiator who led China’s entry into the
World Trade Organisation (WTO).
The US president’s daily Twitter
posts broadcast his every impul-

se, delight, and peeve to 67 million
followers around the world, making
him “easy to read” and “the best
choice in an opponent for negotiations,” said Long Yongtu, the former
vice-minister of foreign trade and
point man during China’s 15-year
talks to join the WTO nearly two decades ago now its clear that Trump
is playing a game and he has played
it rather well.
And it is also within Xi’s power to
absolutely crash the US market by
simply pronouncing that ‘’no-trade
deal is possible’’ and the US stock
indices will sink as far as the US’
Firm economy has sunk and with
it Trump’s reelection chances.
And my final point is that whilst
the ‘Twitterer in Chief’ is easy to
read, I am not sure he is the Decider.
The risk of the bot and algorithmic mayhem is sky high and I am
not sure pumping the Patient with
more QE and free money will do the
trick next time around.
The Bots will be waiting for Santa
Claus and a Christmas rally so President Trump is wont to tweetStock
Market up big today.
A new record. Enjoy!
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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KQ hits 75% passenger capacity
on New York route a year later
Michael Joseph said at least 105,084 passengers have been flown on the route
PATRICK VIDIJA
@vidijapatrick

Kenya Airways has completed 594
flights to and from New York since
the launch of inaugural flight in Nairobi on October 28 last year.
Speaking during a one-year anniversary celebration in New York,
KQ chairman Michael Joseph said at
least 105,084 passengers have been
flown on the route in the past one
year.
During the launch, the Kenyan
carrier known internationally as KQ
deployed a Boeing 787 Dreamliner jet
with a capacity of 234 seats for their
daily flight to New York.
For 594 flights made in the year,
KQ could have ferried 138,998 passengers on full capacity. This means
the airline managed 75 per cent capacity since launch.
“Currently as we speak all our business class is fully booked on a daily
basis and the economy is currently
between 65 and 85 per cent full daily,” Joseph said.
KQ had aimed a daily flight on the
route but this was cut a few weeks
later to five days a week, citing low
demand during the winter season.
It, however, resumed daily flight
in June on the Summer holiday peak
especially for American tourists visiting East Africa.
“Beginning June, Kenya Airways

will increase its frequency to New
York from five days a week to seven
days a week. This is expected to open
more opportunities for travelers to
take advantage of this route during
this high season,” KQ had said in a
statement.
The non-stop flight to the US was
billed as key in Kenya’s quest to
boost the arrival of American tourists as well as deepen commercial
activity between the two countries
that have been trading partners since
Kenya’s independence in 1963.
KQ had hoped to ride on high
tourist numbers from the US to
increase its revenues by 10 per cent.
At least 225,157 American tourists
visited Kenya last year, accounting
for 11.12 per cent of Kenya’s tourism market share. Tanzania came
second to control 10.48 per cent of
total tourists to Kenya.
According to Joseph, a codeshare
with Delta, all their passengers can
fly from Nairobi to all the destinations without changing flights but
they are seeking to expand the same
by next year.
KQ’s Nairobi New York Route
serves 34 Africa destinations with
Nigeria leading at 16.3 per cent of
connecting Africa traffic with 1,753
passengers.
South Africa is second at 15 per
cent with 1,613 passengers followed
by Uganda at 14.7 per cent with 1,581
passengers. Tanzania has 11 per cent
of the connecting traffic with 1,259

Kenya Airways CEO Sebastian Mikosz and Safarilink CEO Alex Avedi during the
signing of the code sharing agreement in New York /COURTESY

passengers while Congo has eight
per cent traffic with 856 passengers.
His sentiments were echoed by
CEO Sebastian Mikosz who said the
passenger traffic has been of great
impact to the tourism sector.
Mikosz said with such traffic, it is
only wise for KQ to enter partnerships such as the recent one with
Safarilink to maximise on opportunities.
“This is really satisfying bearing in
mind it is only eight months after our
inaugural flight. The traffic is picking

up and so far has a great impact on
tourism,” he said.
Chief Administrative Secretary
Foreign Affairs Ababu Namwamba said the route has seen Kenyan
products get direct access in the New
York market.He said, for instance,
KQ having been allocated a slot at
the JKF International Airport, has
opened up a ready market for cut
flowers.
‘‘The same reason we are saying
KQ is our national emblem and must
be kept competitive,’’he said.

THE CLIMATE FOR
RELATIONSHIPS
WITHIN AN
INNOVATION
“The climate for relationships
within an innovation group is
shaped by the climate outside
it. Having a negative instead
of a positive culture can cost a
company real money. During
Seagate Technology’s troubled
period in the mid-to-late
1990s, the company, a large
manufacturer of disk drives
for personal computers,
had seven different design
centers working on innovation,
yet it had the lowest R&D
productivity in the industry
because the centers competed
rather than cooperated.
Attempts to bring them
together merely led people to
advocate for their own groups
rather than find common
ground. Not only did Seagate’s
engineers and managers
lack positive norms for group
interaction, but they had the
opposite in place: People who
yelled in executive meetings
received “Dog’s Head” awards
for the worst conduct. Lack
of product and process
innovation was reflected in loss
of market share, disgruntled
customers, and declining sales.
Seagate was threatening to
become a commodity producer
in a changing technology
environment.

